20 November 2014, 15:00-17:30

**Social Economy Enterprises and public procurement: a win-win combination for social inclusion!**

**15:00-15:10**  
Introduction and Welcome - Patrizia Bussi, Coordinator, ENSIE (European Network of Social Integration Enterprises)

**15:10-15:40**  
**FIRST SESSION: Social economy enterprises: their contribution to fighting poverty and promoting social inclusion**  
Testimonial from a worker of a social economy enterprise  
Testimonial from a manager of a social economy enterprise  
Jens Nilsson, Member of the European Parliament

**15:40-17:30**  
**SECOND SESSION: Social economy enterprises and public procurement: the opportunities provided by the new directive to foster social inclusion**  
Moderator: Laura Jones, Senior Policy and Membership Development Officer, EURODIACONIA

- **15:45**  
  Novelties provided by the directive to achieve social policy objectives – Paola Zanetti, Deputy Head of Unit, DG MARKT

- **16:00**  
  Reserved contracts for the work integration of disadvantaged persons and persons with disabilities – Diana Dovgan, Policy Officer, CECOP-CICOPA (European Confederation of Workers’ Cooperatives, Social Cooperatives and Social and Participative Enterprises)

  Presentation of a good practice  
  Questions from the audience

- **16:25**  
  The use of social considerations in procurement procedures – Valentina Caimi, Policy and Advocacy Adviser, SOCIAL PLATFORM

  Presentation of a good practice  
  Questions from the audience

- **16:50**  
  The special regime for social services - Erdmuthe Klaer, Deputy Secretary General, REVES (European Network of Cities & Regions for the Social Economy)

  Presentation of a good practice  
  Questions from the audience

**17:15**  
**THIRD SESSION:**  
Rapporteur’s proposal and debate with the audience

**17:30**  
End of the event